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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose and Structure of this document

Final

1.1.1

Although not provided for in the examination timetable, this document provides
the comments of the applicant, National Grid Electricity Transmission plc
(National Grid) in response to Interested Parties submissions to the Planning
Inspectorate (PINS) at Deadline 6 (26 October 2016). National Grid has
submitted this document in the belief that it will clarify matters currently before
the Examining Authority.

1.1.2

National Grid has not provided comments on all Interested Party submissions.
However, for the avoidance of doubt, where National Grid has chosen not to
comment on matters raised by Interested Parties this is not an indication that
National Grid agrees with the point or comment raised or opinion expressed.
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2.

APPLICANTS RESPONSE TO NATIONAL FARMERS
UNION - WRITTEN SUMMARY OF ORAL SUBMISSION
FOLLOWING THE COMPULSORY ACQUISITION HEARING
(REP 6-028)
2.1.1

National Grid acknowledges the submission made by the National Farmers
Union (NFU) dated 26 October 2016, at Deadline 6 and would like to make the
following comments, by way of clarification as to the form of the voluntary
documentation.

2.1.2

It is not National Grid’s intention to reply to all points raised in the NFU
submission, as they have largely been covered in previous submissions and
also at the hearings. The numbering set out below follows that utilised in the
NFU submission.

Point 3.1
2.1.3

The NFU state… “Mr Humphries on behalf of National Grid stated that
Easements have not been signed due to the fact final location will not be known
until construction starts and that is the reason for also needing the limits of
deviation. That it was not a lack of willingness by National Grid but a practical
reason therefore that Easements had not been signed”.

2.1.4

There appears to be confusion as to the form of documentation. By way of
clarification, there are essentially 3 documents, comprising:
1. Heads of Terms
These outline an overview of the terms being offered in the Option Agreement
and Deed of Easement, they are indicative and are not contractually binding.
2. Option Agreement
This is a time limited option, containing an overview of the rights being sought
over land within the order limits, prior to and during construction of the works
and apparatus, as well as cross referring to the obligations of the respective
parties.
3. Deed of Easement
This will reflect the final ‘as built’ location of the apparatus and will be signed
after the overhead lines and pylons have been constructed.

Point 3.2
2.1.5

Final

This states that… “The NFU would like to make the point that even if
Easements have not been signed it would be expected that by this stage in the
process heads of terms and options for this type of development should have
been signed up to by the landowners and especially before the examination
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process started. NG so far have made no attempt to reach a genuine
negotiated settlement”.
2.1.6

Final

National Grid still seek signature of the Heads of Terms. The Easement itself
will not be signed until the overhead lines have been constructed.
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3.

APPLICANTS RESPONSE TO SUBMISSIONS OF FINN'S
LLP - WRITTEN SUBMISSION FOLLOWING THE
COMPULSORY ACQUISITION HEARING (REP 6-027)
3.1.1

National Grid notes the submission, dated 26 October 2016, made by Finn’s
LLP following the Compulsory Acquisition Hearing. The submission made by
Mark Chandler of Finn’s at Deadline 6 included a summary of the engagement
between National Grid and his clients, being Persons with an Interest in Land
(PILs), as requested by the Examining Authority (ExA) on day two of the
Compulsory Acquisition Hearings on 20 October 2016. National Grid have
undertaken a cross check of both Appendix 1 ‘Summary of Stakeholder
Engagement since January 2014’ and Appendix 2 ‘Summary of Change
Requests’ submitted by Finn’s against its own record of engagement between
PILs and/or their agent and the change request process (relating to the
movement of pylons) and found there to be a number of discrepancies.

3.1.2

National Grid has therefore updated both Appendix 1 and 2 submitted by Finn’s
to include details of the information which is believed to have been missed
which is shown highlighted in red at Appendix A of this document. National
Grid sent copies of the amended schedules to Mark Chandler before Deadline
7 requesting his comments or agreement to these changes before Deadline 7,
however no comment regarding the Appendices has been madeby Mr
Chandler.

3.1.3

In response to the additional points raised by Mark Chandler in his submission,
National Grid make the following comments:-

BB Stephens & Son (REP2-053)
3.1.4

The minutes of the meetings between National Grid and Mark Chandler dated
19 January 2015 and 24 November 2015 record that National Grid’s agents
Fisher German stated they had no issue advising National Grid to accept an
alternative access route around the back of the yard, as and when that access
route is constructed and available. Mr Stephens suggested that access through
the yard could be used in the meantime and Fisher German suggested that the
documents could be worded as such. Neither National Grid nor their agents
have at any time said they will not amend the access.

Specific responses concerning Docker Hill Farm, Monkton – Miss Nicola Dyas
and Dyas Farms (1988) Ltd
3.1.5

Final

National Grid has advised Mark Chandler that the concerns raised in his
submission in relation to the impact on cropping and irrigation is a
compensation matter which will be discussed in further detail over the coming
months.
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3.1.6

There has been discussion between National Grid and Mark Chandler around
an alternative route for the main access road, which is being considered by
National Grid, and also over the provision of phased plans in order to establish
what areas of land may reasonably be farmed during the construction phase of
the project. It is known that flood risk on this land is a significant risk to the
onion enterprise, and the gross margin figures provided by Mr Chandler in his
submission have been queried by National Grid, as there is evidence to
suggest that a typical gross margin for this crop would be significantly lower.

3.1.7

Fisher German has prepared some initial estimates for the area of land which
may continue to be farmed during construction, and will provide further details
of timings of the construction works to Mr Chandler and his client to help
minimise the disruption to farming as much as possible. The impact on the PILs
ability to grow onions will vary depending on what point in the cropping rotation
they are at when the construction works are taking place and whether onions
are proposed to be grown during the construction phase. Onions are grown 1 in
every 6 years and therefore the impact may be minimal.

3.1.8

In relation to the crossover, the minutes of the meeting with Finn’s and their
client dated 10 July 2014 and the attached plan at Appendix B demonstrate
that Finns and this PIL were made aware of the possibility of a crossover north
of the existing 132kV overhead line. It is acknowledged by National Grid that
the full details of the crossover were not available at that time, so the potential
impact may not have been foreseen. However, the meeting minutes clearly
show that the PIL and agent were aware of possible complications from an
overhead crossing.

3.1.9

Although it was acknowledged by the PIL that a crossover would involve
overhead line diversions, due to UK Power Network’s wish to avoid burying
their 132kV circuit underground, the preference expressed by the PIL was to
keep the route of the overhead line north of the existing 132kV overhead line
and out of the southern fields, which are currently unaffected by any overhead
line apparatus. While the design at that stage could not show the overhead
diversion apparatus, it is incorrect to say that the first sight of any crossover
was in November 2015.

Issues raised by Mike Wilkinson of Chislet Court Farm
3.1.10

Final

Fisher German provided the reasoning behind the movement of pylon PC28 in
the meeting with Mark Chandler dated 26 October 2015 and a further meeting
with Mr Wilkinson dated 17 December 2015. Mr Wilkinson was asked by Fisher
German whether he was aware of the existence of the ecological factor which
was the primary reason for moving pylon PC28 into the arable field, and Fisher
German did not receive a response.
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4.

APPLICANTS RESPONSE TO SUBMISSIONS OF SOUTH
EAST WATER PROVIDED AT DEADLINE 6

4.1

Response to South East Water’s comments on Applicant’s
Deadline 5 Documents (Rep 6-050) paragraph 16.
4.1.1

In its submission at Para 16 SEW stated that the Applicant makes a number of
points to which SEW wishes to respond:
(a) The Applicant states that SEW could rely on Art. 4.7 of the Water
Framework Directive to argue that good groundwater and ecological status
for the Sarre Penn River and fish pass do not need to be achieved because
failure to achieve the necessary status results from modifications to a water
body which are of overriding public interest. This suggestion provides an
acknowledgement by National Grid that there will be a very substantial
interest if the delivery of the Reservoir. If SEW could only seek to obtain
consent for the Reservoir on the basis that Art. 4.7 is satisfied, that would
mean that the risks to its delivery had undoubtedly increased to the stage
that serious detriment was caused to SEW's undertaking. In any event,
SEW does not consider that it would be able to rely on derogations under
the WFD; to do so would cast doubt on the evidence that informed SEW's
Water Resource Management Plan.
(b) The Applicant asserts that SEW cannot demonstrate 'beyond reasonable
doubt' that it is current able to satisfy the relevant statutory requirements to
deliver the Reservoir. This is not the relevant test that SEW needs to satisfy
and it is wholly inappropriate for the Applicant to seek to import the criminal
standard of proof in this way. SEW suggests that the task for the Examining
Authority and the Secretary of State when assessing this part of the
Applicant's case is to consider the material before them and ask whether
the evidence demonstrates that SEW is unlikely to be able to deliver the
Reservoir in the absence of RCP. SEW has provided extensive evidence to
support its assertion that in the absence of the RCP the Reservoir can and
will be delivered such as at Part B of its Written Representation [REP2-099].

National Grid’s response
4.1.2

Final

National Grid’s initial (Deadline 5) comments on the Environment Agency’s
(EA’s) response to Q2.3.26 (Doc 8.2.6/REP4-014) specifically related to the
EA’s D/L 4 assertion that ‘Article 4.7 of the WFD cannot apply’. National Grid’s
(Doc 8.31/REP5-012) response set out that SEW could indeed rely upon Article
4.7 of the Water Framework Directive (WFD), if required, and that this would be
a matter to be decided at the time of the application for the Broad Oak
Reservoir.
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Final

4.1.3

Further discussion has since been held with the EA, who have confirmed that
“… SEW could potentially rely on the defence in Article 4.7 given the public
interest in the provision of drinking water supply”. This has been reflected in
Item 4.2.1 of the Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) (Doc 8.4.1(C))
between National Grid and the EA, to be submitted at Deadline 7. It is now
clear that RCP could not “prevent the construction of the reservoir by
precluding necessary mitigation under the WFD”, which was the clarification
National Grid were seeking when replying to the EA’s comments.

4.1.4

In response to the points raised by SEW regarding the deliverability of the
reservoir in the absence of RCP, it is accepted that SEW has provided
extensive evidence to the Examination to date. However, with respect to WFD,
it is National Grid’s view that the SEW submissions have not demonstrated
that, in the absence of the RCP, the Reservoir can be delivered in accordance
with the requirements of the WFD; the Preliminary WFD Compliance
Assessment, which is supposed to be included within Appendix A of the Jacobs
Stage 1a report, is notable by its absence. It was prepared in Draft in June
2015, at the same time as the rest of the Stage 1a report, but SEW has omitted
it from its submissions to the Examination. Whether the Broad Oak Reservoir
proposals will be compliant with the WFD is, in itself, not a matter for the RCP
Examination, however, because SEW appear to be basing its arguments upon
the assertion that the Broad Oak Reservoir proposals would likely be compliant
with the WFD in the absence of the RCP, the omission of this document
significantly undermines the position they have taken on this matter to date.

4.1.5

In response to the more minor points made by SEW, National Grid would like to
clarify a number of matters. Firstly, SEW incorrectly claimed that National Grid
had made statements which it had not. Indeed the statement that opened part
(a) of their response (paragraph 16) was inaccurate and misleading of National
Grid’s comments on this matter.

4.1.6

Secondly, with respect to the claim that “risks to its delivery had undoubtedly
increased to the stage that serious detriment was caused to SEW's
undertaking”, in terms of Article 4.7 (the subject of this question and
subsequent comments), this is clearly not the case. Under such a situation
(whereby reliance upon Article 4.7 was indeed required), the outcome would be
a reservoir delivered in the over-riding public interest, and mitigation provided
(such as the Sarre Penn realignment and fish pass), for which all practicable
steps would have been taken to mitigate the adverse impact on the status of
the body of water. Indeed, the clarification sought by National Grid on this
matter from the EA (that “… SEW could potentially rely on the defence in Article
4.7 given the public interest in the provision of drinking water supply”) has
clearly reduced risks posed to the delivery of the reservoir associated with
issues relating to the WFD. The argument that the reservoir itself could be
jeopardised on the basis of WFD concerns no longer stands.

4.1.7

A minor point relating to this is the suggestion that SEW would not be able to
“rely on derogations under the WFD; to do so would cast doubt on the evidence
that informed SEW's Water Resource Management Plan” (WRMP). This
position seems to be at odds with the latest position of the EA discussed
above. Furthermore, as WRMPs are updated every 5 years, there will be at
least one more WRMP cycle before detailed proposals for Broad Oak Reservoir
are taken forward for planning. On this basis, there will be ample opportunity
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for SEW to legitimately change its stance set out in the WRMP on the basis of
improved evidence, undermining the argument that Article 4.7 could not apply.
4.1.8

On the minor point relating to ‘beyond reasonable doubt’, it is worth noting that
it is incorrect for SEW to suggest that the phase ‘beyond reasonable doubt was
used with respect to any ‘relevant test that SEW needs to satisfy’. The phrase
‘beyond reasonable doubt’ was used in the context of responding to the EA’s
comment that ‘Article 4.7 cannot apply’ to the Broad Oak Reservoir, which was
an absolute assertion. In this context, the phrase was used to suggest that
there is lack of evidence to suggest that a firm conclusion can be drawn based
upon the available evidence, i.e. that there remained enough doubt such that
an absolute assertion should not be made at this stage. The use of this term
was not intended to imply that the level of evidence needed to demonstrate
WFD compliance of the SEW proposals would be subject to the same standard
as for criminal proceedings. National Grid agree that “the task for the
Examining Authority and the Secretary of State when assessing this part of the
Applicant's case is to consider the material before them” and ask whether the
evidence demonstrates whether SEW is likely to be able to deliver the
Reservoir if RCP is developed as proposed by National Grid.

Response to SEW document (REP 6-047) – Appendix 11 - Post
Hearing Notes on the cost of undergrounding existing 132kV line

4.2

4.2.1

SEW Conclude: ‘Jacobs are satisfied that there Is evidence to support their
view that SEW include in their costings going forward £1.4m for the
undergrounding of the UKPN lines subject to more detailed evaluation and
assessment by UKPN’.

National Grid’s Response

Final

4.2.2

National Grid believe that SEW and Jacobs have not considered the full impact
of the reservoir on UK Power Networks infrastructure. In the footprint of the
proposed reservoir, UK Power Networks have a double circuit 132kV overhead
line (OHL), a single circuit 33kV OHL (which runs alongside the 132kV OHL)
and two 11kV overhead lines. UK Power Networks has confirmed that all of
these OHL’s will need to be diverted before the reservoir can be constructed.

4.2.3

As detailed in National Grid’s response to third party responses to the
Examining Authority 2nd round written question Q2.3.17 submitted at Deadline
5 (Doc 8.31 REP5-012), UK Power Networks would not consider
undergrounding their circuits under a reservoir as there would be no feasible
way of providing for fault repair and maintenance access to the cables. In
addition, the effect of the pressure of the water on the integrity of the cables
would be a real concern.

4.2.4

To mitigate the risk of long restoration times for cable faults under the reservoir
(which would place customer supplies at risk), UK Power Networks propose the
placing of the cables outside the reservoir footprint and have calculated a route
length of 3.35km for the 132kV circuit diversion rather than the 1.4km route
suggested by SEW.

8
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Final

4.2.5

A proposal from UK Power Networks is attached at Appendix C for
undergrounding each of the 132kV, 33kV and 11kV circuits at a total cost of
£9.725m. This is an update on the figure provided by National Grid in response
to Q2.3.17 (Doc 8.31, REP5-012) and is based on their standard estimating
methodology for delivering this type of work. It is acknowledged that this is a
budget costing which would be subject to revision once detailed surveys and
designs are undertaken.

4.2.6

The 132kV rates used by UK Power Networks are very similar to those
presented in the Western Power Distribution (WPD) budget estimate in SEW
document REP6-048 (Appendix 12 (Brechfa Forest), submitted at Deadline 6.
It is important to note the WPD estimate is for single circuit whereas the UK
Power Networks quote is for double circuit. SEW did not provide benchmark
rates for 33kV and 11kV undergrounding.

4.2.7

UK Power Networks have also identified a series of risks which could add to
the final costs of these diversions. Therefore the £9.725M should be
considered
as
minimum
figure
at
this
early
stage.
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Final
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Appendix A National Grid’s response to appendices submitted by Finn’s
in relation to stakeholder engagement

Final

November 2016

Timeline
Landowner/Occupier

Jan/Feb 2014

Jun/Jul 2014

Jan/Feb 2015

2015 - Oct

06/06/14 - Meeting with JI and PB shown a 19/01/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. Still no
14/01/14 - Meeting with James Ingram.
26/10/15 - agent meeting to
very rough plan. Pylon locations had to be detailed plans provided. More changes
Mrs J Batchelor, Messrs J&E
General discussion re swathe of lane. No
provide feedback, and NG
Batchelor trading as JE
annotated/copied during meeting.
requested. Plan provided 19/02/1615
details provided, Plans and documents
offered PIL meetings where MC
Batchelor & Sons
Comments sort and change request form however does no resemble the scheme
requested
deemed it appropriate
completed
as it stands today.

Nov-15
23/11/15 - Meeting with JI and PB.
Told that no changes could be
made. Pylon location substantially
different to plans provided in Feb 15

Signed HoTs

Comments

NO

In meeting 23/11/15 NG advised that design
was fixed but some flexibility for final position
due to LoD. No significant change to design,
just slightly changed alignment and as a
consequence pylon locations also changed

No significant change to design - alignment
changed slightly Doesn't differ hugely slightly different alignment, and as a
consequence pylon locations also changed

Baxter Farms Ltd & GG
Baxter Holdings

14/01/14 - Meeting with James Ingram.
General discussion re swathe of lane. No
details provided, Plans and documents
requested

1716/06/14 - Meeting with JI and PB shown 28/01/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. Still no
26/10/15 - agent meeting to
a very rough plan. Pylon locations had to
detailed plans provided. More
provide feedback, and NG
be annotated/copied during meeting.
requested. Plan provided but differs
offered PIL meetings where MC
Comments sort and change request form
hugely to the proposed scheme
deemed it appropriate
completed
currently.

23/11/15 - Meeting with JI and PB.
Told that no changes could be
made. Few changes made as per
requests. No documentation.

NO

DM Botting

17/01/14 - Meeting with James Ingram.
General discussion re swathe of lane. No
details provided, Plans and documents
requested

10/06/14 - Meeting with JI and PB shown a
19/01/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. Still no
26/10/15 - agent meeting to
very rough plan. Pylon locations has to be
detailes plans provided. More changes
provide feedback, and NG
annotated/copied during meeting.
requested. Plan later provided 19th Feb offered PIL meetings where MC
Comments sort and change request from
by JI.
deemed it appropriate
completed.

26/10/15 - Meeting with JI and Pb. Mr
Botting was away abd NG would not
meet costs for his son to attend the
meeting. Therefore MC met on Mr
Botting's behalf

NO
Tenant

Robert Brett & Sons Ltd

13/02/14 - Meeting with JI to discuss
impact on Bretts

30/11/15 - JI emailed MC with plan &
update

NO

Goldstone Farms

03/02/15 - JI met JS to provide an
update for clients where a PIL meeting
had not been requested

14/01/14 - Meeting with James Ingram. 10/06/14 - Meeting with JI and PB shown a
General discussion re swathe of land. No very rough plan. Pylon locations has to be
detail provided. Easement
annotated/copied during meeting.
documentation was specifically
Comments sort and change request from
requested
completed.
10/07/14 - Meeting with JI and PB shown a
29/01/14 - Meeting with James Ingram.
very rough plan. Pylon locations has to be
General discussion re swathe of land. No
annotated/copied during meeting.
detail provided. Major concerns raised re
Comments sort and change request from
ground conditions and migratory birds
completed.

26/10/16 - insufficient time in
meeting to discuss other PILs

03/02/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. Still no
26/10/15 - agent meeting to
detailes plans provided. More changes
provide feedback, and NG
requested. Plan later provided following offered PIL meetings where MC
the meeting.
deemed it appropriate

NO

Goldstone Farms is Chandler & Dunn

23/11/15 - Meeting JI and PB. This is
when NG confirmed to St Johns
College and the Dyas' that the
crossover would be situated on
Docker Hill Farm

NO
Tenant

Feb '15 plan showed S.42 alignment.
Northern alignment confirmed at agent
meeting on 26/10/15

28/01/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. Still no
17/01/14 - Meeting with James Ingram. 06/06/14 - Meeting with JI and PB shown a
26/10/15 - agent meeting to
detailed plans provided. More changes
General discussion re swathe of land. No very rough plan. Pylon locations had to be
provide feedback, and NG
requested. Plan later provided 23/2 but
detail provided. Concerns over access
annotated/copied during meeting.
offered PIL meetings where MC
this still referred to old allignment i.i.
and drainage raised.
Various issues raised.
deemed it appropriate
south of the PX line

23/11/15 - Meeting with JI and PB.
This is when NG confirmes to the
Fullers that the line would be moving
back North of the 132KV line. No
warning or maps provided
beforehand.

NO

Feb 2015 plan showed S.42 alignment.
Northern alignment confirmed at agent
meeting on 26/10/15

28/01/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. Still no
1428/01/14 - Meeting with James Ingram. 06/06/14 - Meeting with JI and PB shown a detailed plans provided. More changes
26/10/15 - agent meeting to
provide feedback, and NG
PB Headley, DMP Headley General discussion re swathe of land. No very rough plan. Pylon locations had to be reqested. Plan later provided. Additional
& PB Headley & Son
detail provided, Concerns over number of
annotated/copied during meeting.
meeting with Headleys and NG on
offered PIL meetings where MC
pylons and amount of land affacted.
Various issues raised.
23/0403/15 further change requests
deemed it appropriate
made.

27/11/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. No
real movement in terms of changes
requested. Still uncertainty regarding
haul road and access east of Chislet
business park.

NO

23/03/15 additional meeting primarily to
understand s.42 representations relating to
access routes

Miss Nicola Dyas & Dyas
Farms (1988) Ltd

FA Fuller & Son

Lawrence and Sons

15/01/14 - Meeting with James Ingram.
General discussion re swathe of land. No
details provided

BE Lawrence

11/02/14 - Meeting with James Ingram.
General discussion re swathe of land. No
details provided.

FW Mansfield

Mr J Orr

02/02/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. Still no
26/10/15 - agent meeting to
detailed plans provided. More changes
provide feedback, and NG
requested. Plan later provided 23/02 but offered PIL meetings where MC
this still referred to the old alignment
deemed it appropriate

0306/02/15 - meeting with JS - JI
confirmed that there would be no
pylons at Buckwell Farms. No need for
further meetings

26/10/16 - insufficient time in
meeting to discuss other PILs

30/11/15 - JI emailed MC with plan &
update

03/02/15 - JI met JS to provide an
27/11/15 - agent meeting to review
26/10/16 - insufficient time in
update for clients where a PIL meeting
remaining PILs where meeting not
meeting to discuss other PILs
had not been requested
requested
26/06/14 - Meeting with JI and PB shown a 13/02/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. Still no
26/10/16 - insufficient time in
04/03/14 - Meeting with James Ingram.
27/11/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. No
very rough plan. Pylon locations had to be detailed plans provided. More changes meeting to discuss other PILs, and
General discussion re swathe of land. No
real changes made to alignment or
annotated/copied during meeting.
requested. Plans later provided on
MC advised a PIL meeting would
details provided.
pylon positioning.
Various issues raised.
03/03/15
be required anyway
13/02/14 - Meeting with James Ingram.
General discussion re swathe of land. No
details provided, No further meetings as
land was only affected by access.

29/07/14 - Design meeting with JI, JS & PIL

03/02/15 - JI met JS to provide an
update for clients where a PIL meeting
had not been requested

Page 1 of 2

26/10/16 - insufficient time in
meeting to discuss other PILs

NO
Tenant

NO

NO

Timeline
Landowner/Occupier

Jan/Feb 2014

Jun/Jul 2014

Jan/Feb 2015

2015 - Oct

Nov-15

16/01/14 - Meeting with James Ingram. 30/07/14 - Meeting with JI and PB shown a
03/02/15 - Meeting with JI and PB.
General discussion re swathe of land. No very rough plan. Pylon locations had to be Update meeting. PIL did not attend just
plans provided.
annotated/copied during the meeting.
JS.

27/11/15 - agent meeting to review
26/10/16 - insufficient time in
RP, GJ & DJ O'Brien
remaining PILs where meeting not
meeting to discuss other PILs
requested
16/12/15 - Meeting with James
10/07/14 - Meeting with JI and PB shown a 19/01/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. Still no
26/10/15 - agent meeting to
14/01/14 - Meeting with James Ingram.
PegrumJI and PB. First time advised of
Mr P Smith and Trustees of
very rough plan. Pylon locations had to be detailed plans provided. More changes
provide feedback, and NG
the Michael Smith 1988
General discussion re swathe of land.
this change in respect of the
annotated/copied during the meeting.
requested. Plans later provided on
offered PIL meetings where MC
Family Trust
Concerns raised re drainage and irrigation
crossover and the additional pylons
Various issues raised.
19/01/15
deemed it appropriate
and temporary poles.

DJ Snell

03/02/15 - Meeting between JS and NG.
Mr Snell was not present as only access
affecting land.

03/03/14 - Meeting with James Ingram.
General discussion re swathe of land.

26/10/16 - insufficient time in
meeting to discuss other PILs

St Nicholas Court Farms

BB Stephens & Son

Mrs B Tyrrel

Mr M Wilkinson

26/10/15 - agent meeting to
provide feedback, and NG
offered PIL meetings where MC
deemed it appropriate

03/03/14 - Meeting with James Ingram.
General discussion re swathe of land.

03/02/15 - Meeting with James Ingram.
Land largely unaffected

26/10/16 - insufficient time in
meeting to discuss other PILs

16/01/14 - Meeting with James Ingram. 10/06/14 - Meeting with JI and PB shown a
26/10/15 - agent meeting to
19/01/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. Still no
General discussion re swathe of land. No very rough plan. Pylon locations has to be
provide feedback, and NG
detailed plans provided. More changes
details provided. Issues were raised
annotated/copied during meeting.
offered PIL meetings where MC
requested. Plan later provided 20/02/15
regarding the visibility of the pylons
Comments made.
deemed it appropriate
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Comments

NO
Tenant on
400kV land

NO

Northern alignment confirmed at agent
meeting

NO

27/11/15 - agent meeting to review
remaining PILs where meeting not
requested

10/06/14 - Meeting with JI and PB shown a
26/10/16 - insufficient time in
24/11/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. No
very rough plan. Pylon locations has to be 19/01/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. Still no
meeting to discuss other PILs, and movement on the pylon positions nor
annotated/copied during meeting.
detailed plans provided. More changes
MC advised a PIL meeting would
the permanent access via the
Comments sort and change request from requested. Plan later provided 19/02/12
be required anyway
farmyard
completed.
24/07/14 - JI met Ben Palmer for design
meeting

Signed HoTs

NO

Existing PIL on short term cropping
agreements, and then rented land from SEW
in Autumn '15 where Finn's were acting for
the previous occupier (Brealy meetings on
29/01/14, 24/07/14 & 03/02/15). Re. land
purchased March '16, Finn's are acting for
the occupiers either side.

NO

Agreed that alternative access may be used
once available

30/11/15 - JI emailed MC with plan &
update

YES

17/12/15 - Meeting with JI and PB. NG
confirmes that due to environmental
reasons the pylon had to move
further out into the field. Survey data
requested

NO
Tenant

Landowner/occupier

Changes Requested
06/06/2014
Move east tower closer to field edge/corner
Move west tower into corner of adjacent field
Preference for the T Pylon
Mrs J Batchelor, Messrs
Shift line north
J&E Batchelor trading
19/01/15
as JE Batchelor & Sons
Move eastern tower across or towards ditch
Move middle pylon east towards building (as close as possible)
Move access track to the west along line of conductors
17/06/14
Alignment to be south of existing PX route.
T7 (PC33) move NW into corner of field.
T6 (PC34) move east of road * please note additional pylon is now added.
T5 (PC36) move south and certainly east of against railway.
T4 (PC35) move south against field edge
28/01/15
PC33 Move east into corner of adjacent field.
Baxter Farms Ltd & GG PC35 Move west into small field, or otherwise as close to western edge as
Baxter Holdings
possible.
PC36 ensure this stays east of railway. Move east as far as possible to edge.
PC38 move east as close to towards field edge as possible.
PC39 move east to neighbour's land or towards field edge
Preference for T Pylon
Move haul road to follow alignment
East of PC37. move bridge SE to line up with ditch to north

DM Botting

10/06/14
NB originally planned for 3 pylons now 1.
T1 (PC30) move onto line of adjacent to ditch
T2 (PC 29) move west of Sarre Penn and onto grass
Preference for T Pylons
Access not through farm Avoid bridge onto Batchelor land for 132kV access
Use EA access long river banks for 400kV access
19/01/15
Move east pylon as close to ditch as possible

Robert Brett and Sons Land not affected apart from removal and GCN relocation area
Request that GCN relocation area was moved
Ltd
03/02/15
Goldstone Farms,
Move pylon PC523 towards boundary
Chandler & Dunn et al Move access south of river bridge around west and south of field on drier land

Changes Accepted

Comments

East pylon closer to field edge
Move west tower into corner of adjacent field

Request was to move west tower into NW corner or SW into
next field

Middle pylon closer to building (and field edge)
Construction access moved to OHL route alignment

Final pylon locations kept close to field edges
Haul road kept along OHL route alignment where possible

Larger alignment change required
Had to move west instead due to alignment change
PC36 has stayed east of railway.
PC38 has moved but still remains some 25m from the
boundary.

Moved east to stretch spans

Moved closer to edge

Had to move west for adjusted alignment

Moved towards east edge
Already close to field edge
Already close to field edge
Haul road has moved in places
Bridge moved as requested

Limiting new ditch crossings prevents straight haul road

Adjusted alignment, but pylon moved close to west ditch PC29 pulled east due to stretch of spans, and now in middle of
PC29 moved west of Sarre Penn onto grass as requested field to allow farming around
Bridge avoided as requested at s.42.
River bank access used where appropriate for s.42.
Request did not state ‘access not through farm’. Batchelor
bridge included in DCO to limit Island Road entrances. Less
PC30 now on neighbouring land
river bank access in DCO to avoid conflict with farm traffic.
Due to realignment, pylon in middle of field

GCN area still remains on land
What was PC53 at s.42 is now PC52.
Haul road considered but requirement for bridge working area
and other considerations
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Landowner/occupier

Miss N Dyas & Dyas
Farms (1988) Ltd)

Changes Requested

Changes Accepted

Comments

10/07/14
Changes requested related to the old alignment i.e. no crossover
Move east pylon to east corner
Move middle pylon towards west into corner of next field
Move west pylon to west, into next field or otherwise as close to edge as
possible
02/02/15
Same as above
Move route north of existing
If south, PC43 move NW into corner of field to north, or discuss further
Move PC45 to eastern edge of field
Move whole line to run parallel with ditch to south and angle at PC45

N/A as alignment changed substantially no further
change requests could be submitted

Draft design plan (July '14) included crossover here, with
change requests annotated on the plan. 132kV diversion
works not known at that stage. JS recognised critical impact
of required crossing in the PIL meeting, suggested it as a
reason to consider benefits of southern alignment, but
northern alignment still preferable despite crossover in order to
avoid apparatus in new fields.
At s.42, due to realignment and stretched spans pylons
located in middle of fields
At DCO, back to north and including crossover, but 400kV
pylons reduced from 3 to 2 - locations critical and determined
by crossover. PY pylons pushed to field edges where possible,
to meet original request to use field edges, but still constrained
by works required.

06/06/14
Strong preference for alignment to south
Suggested crossover on north bank of Stour
Low height pylons
Slight haul road changes marked on plan
03/02/15
FA Fuller & Son
NB pylon location comments on old s.42 route south of PX line, some comments
still valid.
Pylons to be 25 to 50 meters from the field edge if they cannot be placed near
the boundry.
Stretch spans westwards to decrease number of pylons
Slight haul road changes marked on plan
06/06/14
Move tower proposed south of Tile Lodge as far away from yard (to SE) as
possible.
Move towers at eastern end into field corners.
Move tower west of Hoath Rd towards building.
28/01/15
Field west of Hoath Rd requests to move western pylons towards the boundary.
PC16 move to edge of field.
PC17 move into woodland shave.
PC18 move to edge of field or to middle of gap
PC21 move close to edge of field or 24m out to be able to farm around.
PC22 no movement as confirmed that it could not be moved towards
PB Headley, DMP
boundary.
Headley & PB Headley
Haul roads to follow alignment wherever possible
& Son
Further changes were requested
23/03/15
that largely repeated the above requests
PC12 in to woodland
Haul road west of Hoath Road to follow edge of field
Comments on road entrances
Follow field edge on south side of Sarre Penn.
Penn crossing to PC19 further east, directly on to Stephens land
At Chislet Park, entrance in line with east edge of Park.
Follow path to PC21, follow tramlines to PC22.
PC24 - access from east
Lawrence and Sons

N/A as alignment changed substantially no further
change requests coulde be submitted

Draft design - 4 pylons, 3 close to field edges.
Low height pylons chosen for DCO
Haul Road changes incorporated for DCO

Haul road changes incorporated where possible

No movement on PC12
PC13,14 &15 remain in the centre of the field but at least
can be sprayed around.
PC16 has been moved over the road (south) but is still
very close to the yard/house.
PC21 has been moved towards the boundary, but is still
some way from the boundary, thus severing land.
PC22 still remains mid field
Some haul road requests included

PC12 closer to edge than at draft design

Protected woodland
Haul road moved to accommodate request
Accommodated in DCO design
Accommodated in DCO design

All explained, mainly to do with junction safety
This was at odds to previous request, but incorporated
Reasons for avoiding Park given

Followed alternative in DCO design, as marked up on
feedback plan

No specific change requests
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Landowner/occupier

BE Lawrence

FW Mansfield

Mr J Orr

RP, GJ & DJ O'Brien

Mr P Smith & The
Trustees of the Micheal
Smith 1988 Family Trust

DJ Snell

Changes Requested
29/07/14
Preference for undergrounding to preserve views
Move line north of Kemberland
Move any pylon south of house towards east, to reduce impact on view
Low height lattice
26/06/14
Move northern pylon (PC8) NE into field north of road.
Move pylons to field edges and away from tunnels.
Avoid putting haul road all the way through farm, use roads.
Prefer lattice to minimise pylon numbers and maximise clearance
Avoid Calcott Hill land
Construction access south of farmyard marked on plan, to avoid yard
13/02/15
Same changes requested above, including a request to increase clearance
height
PC8 into corner to north
PC7 as close as possible to path
Raise PC6 & 7, or raise clearance via shorter span
Only affacted by minor access so no specific changes requested
30/07/14
Change requests relate to practical matters surrounsing access and livestock.
Scaffold access north of railway line to be from gate in corner
No dismantling traffic through woodland at Hawcroft Farm
General comments made throughout the process relating the placement of
pylons towards field boundaries. Note the addition of the crossover was not
discussed until Novemebr 2015

Changes Accepted

Correspondence mostly on BE & MI Lawrence file (as owners
of Lower Sweech Farm, rather than BE Lawrence as tenant of
SEW.

Moved north towards corner for s.42
PC7 moved north of hedge into orchard, avoiding tunnels
Standard lattice included in DCO design
Calcott Hill land avoided
This entrance incorporated into design

Restrictions all explained preventing further movement of
pylons
Shorter span would locate pylon in polytunnels
Provisions have been made to accommodate livestock
crossings etc.
Accommodated in all further designs
Accommodated in all further designs
Pylons are sufficiently away from the boundaries to avoid See comments on Dyas re. crossover. Shown on draft design
severence, however the addition of the crossover has not plan but UKPN impact not known or shown. In the July '14
been consulted on.
meeting, with agents only (on the way to the Dyas meeting),
JS asked for any further info on the crossover - PB advised that
UKPN did not want their lines underground due to
maintenance requirements etc.

03/02/15
Alter the location of the haul road so that it did not run directly across the field

Reasoning explained as to why request could not be
accommodated
Finns acting for occupiers either side of these two fields so
knew the situation and considerations well.
In respect of land rented from SEW since late 2015, Finns were
acting for the previous occupier

No change requests made, land was only purchased in 2016
St Nicholas Court Farms
Ltd

BB Stephens & Son

Mrs B Tyrrel

Mr M Wilkinson

10/06/15
Preference for towers south of the Sarre Penn or otherwise closer to river and
using meanders at least as close as possible
Preference for T Pylon
19/01/15
Push pylons next to Sarre Penn to reduce impact on farming operations, or at
least 50m out to allow farming around them.
Move access away from house to far end of yard, or preferably put a bridge in
from Headley's land
None made
13/06/14
Happy for line to run along north side of meadow to benefit camp site
28/01/15
Move east pylon south into grass field so as not to impact on arable land.
Move access onto northern side on the meadow
Shift alignment slightly south to avoid ditch oversail

Comments

Pylons have been moved out into the field so that a
sprayer can pass between the boundary and the pylon.
The access is still via the farmyard

PIL explained the alternative access in meeting, and that
access through yard could be used until alternative built and
available. At the feedback meeting in Nov '15 JI stated there
should be no problem with this and the arrangement could be
included in the legal documents

Reasons for movement further into arable field explained
Construction access moved as requested
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Appendix B
Annotated plan indicating overhead crossing
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UK Power Networks budget quote and plan
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Registered Office:
Newington House
237 Southwark Bridge Road
London SE1 6NP

Company:
UK Power Networks
(Operations) Limited

Registered in England and Wales No: 3870728

Mr Robert Jones
National Grid Electricity Transmission PLC,
National Grid House,
Warwick Technology Park,
Gallows Hill,
Warwick,
CV34 6DA
10th November 2016
Our Ref: 8600002337
Dear Mr Jones,
Site Address: Richborough 132kV Project – Concerning South East Water Reservoir
Thank you for your recent enquiry regarding the above premises. I am writing to you on behalf
of South Eastern Power Networks PLC the licensed distributor of electricity for the above
address trading as UK Power Networks.
I am pleased to be able to provide you with a budget estimate for the work to divert the UK
Power Networks assets that could potentially be impacted by the establishing of a new South
East Water reservoir.
It is important to note that this budget estimate is intended as a guide only. It may have been
prepared without carrying out a site visit or system studies. No enquiry has been made as to
the availability of consents or the existence of any ground conditions that may affect the works.
It is not an offer to provide the connection and nor does it reserve any capacity on UK Power
Networks’ electricity distribution system.
Each of the below estimates are costed as separate diversions and assume that the
diversions will be undergrounded.
Estimate Part 1 – Diversion of the 132kV double circuit
The budget estimate for the contestable and non-contestable elements of work is
£6,275,000.00 (exclusive of VAT) if the Point of Connection (POC) is to our 132kV towers
PKC7 and PKC12.
Proposed Works:
 Undertake detailed feasibility.
 Undertake detailed design.
 Establish two 132kV terminal towers with sealing ends and associated platforms.
 Excavate and reinstate two separate 132kV underground routes between towers PKC7
and PKC12. Distance assumed to be 3,350m.
 Undertake terminations.
 Undertake commissioning and outages as required.
The above assumes that a double circuit outage of the PKC route can be undertaken, if this is
not possible further costs could be incurred. This will only be determined at detailed design.

Estimate Part 2 – Diversion of the 33kV single circuit
The budget estimate for the contestable and non-contestable elements of work is
£1,998,000.00 (exclusive of VAT) if the Point of Connection (POC) is to our 33kV poles
685447 and 685471.
Proposed Works:
 Undertake detailed feasibility.
 Undertake detailed design.
 Establish two 33kV terminal H poles and associated stays.
 Excavate and reinstate a 33kV underground routes between poles 685447 and
685471. Distance assumed to be 3,400m.
 Undertake terminations.
 Undertake commissioning and outages as required.
Estimate Part 3 – Diversion of two 11kV circuits
The budget estimate for the contestable and non-contestable elements of work is
£1,462,000.00 (exclusive of VAT) if the Point of Connection (POC) is to our 11kV poles
729220, 729860, 729163 and an underground branch joint near to pole 729855.
Proposed Works:
 Undertake detailed feasibility.
 Undertake detailed design.
 Undertake pole terminations and install 11kV underground cable between poles
729220 and 729860. A distance of approximately 2,500m.
 Undertake pole termination and install 11kV underground cable between poles 729163
and an underground cable near to pole 729855. A distance of approximately 750m.
 Undertake terminations.
 Undertake commissioning and outages as required.
The above assumes that the volt drop on the 11kV circuits remain within statutory limits.

All of the above is on the understanding that the cable routes could be shortened or
lengthened depending on final design of the reservoir and or method of cable installation.
All of the above include demolition of existing plant.
Risks to the project
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The 132kV diversion may require additional circuits to be installed to maintain network
security, a budget for this increase in cost would be £1,825,000.00.
Sharing of cables trenches for some circuits (Cost reduction)
Wayleaves changing route. If wayleaves are not agreed with third parties, there would
be the need for alternative routes to be chosen that would increase the costs. (Cost
increase)
Cable sizes may increase due to the length and Copper may need to be installed
opposed to Aluminium as per the above budget. (Cost increase)
Volt drops may be to excessive on the 11kV further reinforcement maybe required. This
could affect Blaxland Farm and Mayton Farm. (Cost increase)
Ancient Woodland (SSSI) is a risk for route and cost, as an alternative route/solution
will need to be reviewed. (Cost increase)
Termination locations could change (Cost increase or decrease)

Budget estimate assumptions
This budget estimate is based on the following assumptions:


The most appropriate Point of Connection (POC) is as described above.



A viable cable or overhead line route exists along the route we have assumed between
the Point of Connection (POC) and your site.



In cases where the Point of Connection (POC) is to be at Extra High Voltage, that a
substation can be located on your premises at or close to the position we have
assumed.



Where electric lines are to be installed in private land UK Power Networks will require
an easement in perpetuity for its electric lines and in the case of electrical plant the
freehold interest in the substation site, on UK Power Networks terms, without charge
and before any work commences.



You will carry out, at no charge to UK Power Networks, all the civil works within the site
boundary, including substation bases, substation buildings where applicable and the
excavation/reinstatement of cable trenches.



Unless stated in your application, all loads are assumed to be of a resistive nature.
Should you intend to install equipment that may cause disturbances on UK Power
Networks’ electricity distribution system (e.g. motors; welders; etc.) this may affect the
estimate considerably.



All UK Power Networks’ work is to be carried out as a continuous programme of work
that can be completed substantially within 24 months from the acceptance of the formal
offer.

Please note that if any of the assumptions prove to be incorrect, this may have a significant
impact on the price in any subsequent quotation. You should note also that UK Power
Networks’ formal connection offer may vary considerably from the budget estimate. If you
place reliance upon the budget estimate for budgeting or other planning purposes, you do so
at your own risk.
Contestable work
These are elements of work that can be completed by either an Independent Connection
Provider (ICP) or UK Power Networks
Non-contestable work
These are elements of work that can only be completed by UK Power Networks
What is an Independent Connection Provider (ICP)?
An ICP is an accredited company that is entitled to build electricity networks to the
specification and quality required for them to be owned by UK Power Networks.
What qualifications or approval does an ICP need to have?
For an ICP to carry out contestable work on our network, they must be registered with Lloyds
Register EMEA under the National Electricity Registration Scheme (NERS) and be accredited
to undertake the relevant work in UK Power Networks’ geographic area (London, the South
East and the East of England).
Where to find an ICP
For a current list of ICPs, please visit www.lloydsregister.co.uk Unfortunately, we cannot
recommend any specific ICP for you to use as this would discriminate against other ICPs.
Also, we could not be certain of maintaining up-to date records of their accreditation status.
Do all ICPs have approval to do the same types of work?
Not all ICPs have full approval so you may have to employ a second ICP for this element of
the work. Please keep this in mind when appointing an ICP.
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If you would like to proceed to a formal offer of connection then you should apply for a
quotation, Please refer to our website http://www.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/internet/en/help-andadvice/documents/the_connection_process.pdf for ‘The connection process’ which details our
application process. To help us progress any future enquiry as quickly as possible please
quote the UK Power Networks Reference Number from this letter on all correspondence.
If you have any questions about your budget estimate or need more information, please do not
hesitate to contact me. The best time to call is between the hours of 9am and 4pm, Monday to
Friday. If the person you need to speak to is unavailable or engaged on another call when you
ring, you may like to leave a message or call back later.
Yours sincerely

Matthew Crittenden
Project Manager
Tel:
Email: m
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